Basically, units create cubes and cubes create sponges: units » cubes » sponges.
The easiest part of assembly is the first cube, requiring 6–10 units and a few easy steps. Attaching
additional cubes can be done three ways:

Pre-assembly
The first method involves building a cube separately and leaving flaps exposed on sides that will
interlock with other flaps. Pre-assembling cubes works best for cubes that will interlock with only
one set of flaps, such as cubes on the 12 edges of a level 1 sponge.
Note: all cubes end up interlocking with at least two sets of flaps in all sponges, but flaps are
exposed during assembly until more cubes are attached so some cubes will interlock with only one
other until more are attached to them. For an example, see the first level four photo with some
cubes attached on a single side.

Assembly on the fly
The second and most used method is used for cubes that interlock with two or more sets of flaps.
Units should be added to the sponge one at a time.
Trying to attach a pre-assembled cube to multiple sets of flaps is enough to drive anyone mad
because it is nearly impossible to make the flaps behave properly. (Don't believe me? Try it…now
try it with three sets of flaps.) Assembling on the fly makes life much easier. Most of the time on
larger sponges is spent assembling on the fly.
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